
rom being noisy, smelly
beasts, with a dark
reputation for causing
environmental damage
and little to commend
apart from economy,

diesel cars are rapidly becoming
almost a fashion trend, and a vastly
more popular choice both for
everyday motorists and enthusiasts
alike. That’s all down to the massive
improvement in today’s high-tech
diesel engines.
But back in the days of Audi’s first
200bhp 2.2-litre turbo quattro of 1981
it would have been hard to imagine

• 50-70mph in 5th clocked at 6.0
seconds – well over a second quicker
than the original quattro’s forth gear
time for the same increment.
(Comparing times in different gears –
because the 2003 A4 130 TDI quattro
enjoys the benefits of a six-speed
gearbox, compared with the old
quattro’s five-speeder.)

So, in-gear, where it matters, this A4
TDI is at least as fast as its famous
predecessor, which ‘Autocar’ then
called ‘wonderfully quick’, and which it
remains today. But why is this TDI so
quick then, when the older car

that one day, there’d be a 2-litre
diesel-engined Audi quattro that would
give the original icon a decent run for
its money. And in the process, only use
about half as much fuel! Sounds
unfeasible? Well it’s been done!
Take a look at the key performance
figures for the ‘Superchips’ tuned 1.9
TDI 130 A4 Avant quattro that was
tested recently on the country roads
near to Superchips’ Buckingham H.Q. 

• 30-50mph in 4th gear was
dispatched in 4.8 seconds – exactly the
same figure that the 1981 quattro
managed in 3rd.

The modern A4 Avant TDI is a world away from the diesels of yesteryear – and the Superchips one is even better.
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“But why is
this TDI so
quick then,
when the
older car
boasted

200bhp, and
weighed about
20% less?”

AVANTAGE
AUDI!



no sluggard, with figures of 148bhp
and over 280lb ft (380Nm) – both
around 15% above manufacturer
figures. Superchips have frequently
recorded figures close to 140bhp from
standard 130 TDI PD engines, meaning
that factory figures are usually an
understatement of reality. But in fact
there’s pretty strong evidence that the
current TDI 130 quattro’s engine is
differently specified from other 2WD
130bhp TDI motors, showing some
differences in its ECU software
configuration. That demanded a
specific development project on this
A4 Avant’s engine, which finally won
18% odd power and torque boosts
from a Superchips ECU software re-
write, and gave the car the final power
output of 175bhp at just over
3,500rpm, and that towering torque
figure highlighted above.
It means that a huge amount of power
can be laid down by the four driven
wheels at quite modest engine speeds

and, although it’s happy to rev beyond
4,500rpm, the real work is done
between 2,000 and 4,000rpm, where
there’s never less than 120bhp on tap.
All that grip means that there’s no
drama or squawk from tortured
rubber when you press the ‘GO’ pedal.
Add to that the feeling that the
quattro’s handling has a more neutral
feel to it when you’re hustling around
curvy country lanes and open road
bends when compared with a front-
driven A4. And hustle you can, no
doubt! Whilst it’s obvious that the
standard TDI 130 quattro is no slouch,
this Superchips’ car offers a serious
amount of added entertainment when
it’s safe to play. And this is all the
more impressive given the flexibility
and docility afforded by the conversion
when traffic conditions or speed limits
demand restraint, or when you’re just
in less of a hurry. But such is the
enjoyment factor that you’ll probably
decide to get to most destinations a
little bit earlier, or take the alternative
‘less-travelled roads’, if they’re more
bendy, or perhaps even longer! Or
maybe you’ll even find a job that’s just
that little bit further from home?
That’s what Superchips conversions
are all about!
This conversion costs £513 inclusive,
is one of a comprehensive range
covering most diesel (and many
petrol!) engines, and Superchips back
its work with an exclusive ‘peace of
mind’ engine warranty that gives vital
added reassurance. Superchips can be
found on 01280 816781,
www.superchips.co.uk or via a network
of nationwide agents, many advertising
in Diesel Car.

boasted 200bhp, and weighed about
20% less? It’s largely down to the
massive torque developed by the
Superchips modified A4 –
dynamometer tested at a mind-
boggling peak of 330lb ft, at just under
2,100rpm. That’s 50% up on the old
quattro, and it shades that of anything
petrol-powered lesser than a 3.6 litre
911 Turbo, or a 5-litre V8 Mercedes,
and anything diesel except for far
bigger V6s, V8s, and V10s.
As can be seen from the dynamometer
graphs, showing both standard and
post-Superchips power and torque, the
un-tuned car in question was certainly

Impressive power and torque hikes make the Superchips A4 something a bit special.
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“The
Superchips

modified A4 –
dynamometer
tested at a

mind-boggling
peak of

330lb.ft, at
just under
2,100rpm.”


